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Abstract—Predictive models are often used by investors
to decide whether a budding business would be profitable
in their domain. The success of a new restaurant can be
similarly predicted based on past data relating to the
location and services offered. We develop a predictor
model to find out the popularity and success a new
restaurant can generate with an extensive study. This
study aims to offer huge insights on which factors
determine the success of a new restaurant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The famous philosopher Heraclitus had once
said that “change is the only constant in life.” This is
very true in regards to our lifestyle and eating habits
as well. With the boom of delivery services and
takeouts in India, businesses like Zomato, Ola Eats,
Swiggy have popped off. E-commerce as a whole has
become the backbone for a lot of industries and the
restaurants and even small shops feast off of it.
Bengaluru, being an IT hub in India, invites a lot of
diverse cultures to its abode. Thus, it has become a
key destination for foodies, with all the variety
available. Everyday new restaurants and dhabas
pop-up in the city, thereby matching the increasing
demand with increasing supply. However, the
established restaurant chains find it much easier than
their newly established counterparts in terms of
competition. There are a lot of factors that contribute
to this, the location, the kind of style a restaurant goes
with, the popularity associated with the chain, the
initial ratings etc. In this study, we will be talking
about a few of those factors.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Prior studies relating to this domain involve
determining factors that affect the rating of a
restaurant, how restaurant types and location affects
the profit margin from a business standpoint, what
are the most popular and most favored restaurant
chains in particular cities and building recommender
systems for suggesting good and better restaurants
adjusted according to a user’s preference. A lot of
studies have been done in this domain and regard, but
most of them actually aim to proceed towards some
sort of recommender system for the customers. In this
regard, we look at a few studies carried out in
different regions and draw insights from them

A. ARIZONA - RATINGS

A 2015 study by Sahoo & Saunil[1] looks
into finding the ideal conditions and practices needed
by up and coming restaurants to minimize
competition and maximize initial gains. The main
intuition behind this study was to deduce the factors
which could influence the rating of a
restaurant/restaurant chain and to find out what the
successful businesses in the restaurant industry do
differently that leads to higher customer satisfaction,
translating to higher ratings and revenues. The data
available on Yelp for the state of Arizona, USA was
utilized to gather insights on the factors that lead to
positive customer sentiments as reflected by their
reviews and to train a model that can predict whether
a restaurant will be successful. primarily conducted 2
different analyses.
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They performed an analysis of the impact of
different types of independent variables on the rating,
the dependent variable, using multiple linear
regression, with the assumption that the data had
negligible multicollinearity, possessed multivariate
normality and was homoscedastic.

Furthermore they performed a Time Series
Analysis on text-based user reviews to see whether
the general sentiment, which is identified by an R
shiny app through the analysis of patterns in reviews,
varied depending on the time of the year. The key
findings of these two analyses were that Fine Dining
restaurants with a relaxed ambience have the highest
chance of being successful and that festive seasons
garner lower sentiments due to the increase in prices.

B. KOREA

Jeong-Hee, Myoung Soo, Kyu-Suk in
2018[2] have suggested and developed research
hypotheses for restaurant industries in South Korea.
These hypotheses are aimed at finding out effects of
types of restaurants and their locations, the result of
which can help emerging restaurant managers find
useful information to better manage their businesses.
A research model was built and evaluated on IBM’s
SPSS 18.0 through multiple regressions.

The key findings state that for Korean style
restaurants, ops management and customer relations
management were positively associated with
financial performance. Also, financial performance
was negatively affected by external environments
which include government laws and rules, labor
shortages, tax changes, credit card/ debit card fees,
etc. Management of employees turns out to be a
crucial factor for success.

C. BANGALORE & CHENNAI

A 2020 research[3] carried out in a similar
domain but different context provided new intuitions
and insights, The motive behind this research was to
find out the most popular restaurants in major cities,
Bangalore and Chennai in this case, determine the
popular cuisines savored by people and use data
science to analyze datasets and thus assisting people
in finding out where they can find their preferred
cuisine, and also providing them with the maximum
number of choices possible to serve their purpose.

Here the authors have made their analysis on Zomato,
a popular online food delivery app. An effort is made
by the authors to analyze Zomato’s food delivery
process.

Python and its packages were used to
complete and implement their research model namely
Numpy, Pandas, Matplotlib, Scikit-learn and
Seaborn. They have also implemented various
regression algorithms to enhance and better their
research. For example, they have used Linear
regression to predict the number of restaurants based
on the city of choice and so on.

Some of the conclusions of their research
suggested that the most popular dishes in Bengaluru
were North Indian, Chinese and South Indian
delicacies. Then, the most preferred outlets in
Chennai were found to be Shri Krishna Bhavan,
Hotel Pandian, and Sultan Biryani. Also, more
importantly it was found that the accuracy of
Bangalore dataset was 84% whereas Chennai’s
dataset was approximately 99% and that orders were
mostly placed online, with online orders comprising
around two-thirds of the data. Thus from this
research, the most popular cuisines, restaurants in
Bangalore & Chennai were inferred and also a key
finding suggested that online orders are by far
outnumbering offline orders, which suggests that
online food orders are becoming more of a
commonplace in our society.

III. METHODOLOGY

One of the most common approaches when
analyzing user reviews in the current world is by
looking for patterns in the textual reviews that users
post. However, it is our belief that those studies lead
to biased results due to their assumption that users
post both good and bad reviews with equal dedication
and effort[4]. Just on general observation, it can be
noticed that people tend to be more vocal about the
negatives of any experience than about the positives
on any reviewing platform. The exact opposite is
observed however when those platforms are linked
to, or are themselves, a social media based platform
as people then tend to put an extra effort into painting
a more positive picture of their lives. But again, these
businesses might get subjected to review bombing,
where even bots are created just to give out negative
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reviews. To ensure such a bias does not creep into our
study, we will be focusing on facilities provided by
the restaurants, their prices, their location and certain
other variables that can be verified as facts to see
their impact on the average numerical rating. We will
also be more focused towards how the numbers and
numerical aspects direct the ratings of restaurants or
restaurant chains.

A. PREPROCESSING

The dataset that we will be working on for
this study and analysis can be found at kaggle here:
https://www.kaggle.com/himanshupoddar/zomato-ba
ngalore-restaurants.

After a closer inspection on the data, we
found that it is quite dirty. We have dropped the NaN
values from the dataset to work with cleaner values,
but before we take a grasp on what kind of predictor
model should be trained, we will need to know our
dataset in and out. We need to find what factors
actually influence the success of a restaurant.

These plots tell us which restaurant types are in the
most demand, we can infer that people prefer quick
bites, over any other kind of restaurant styles. Also,
most of the restaurants now allow online orders,
especially with the rise of food delivery services.

These are the most heavily expanded restaurant/cafe
chains in Bangalore

This plot gives a great example of how ratings are
distributed across restaurants which allow booking
tables in advance. It can be observed that restaurants
that allow table bookings tend to have higher ratings.
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This plot here shows how the restaurants and/or cafes
are based/located across the entire city. BTM layout
turns out to be the most popular location, with close
to 4000 restaurant outlets. Koramangala 7th Block
however, turns out to be the least popular despite
having over a 1000 outlets.

B. MODELS

Now comes the important part of building
the models, the accuracy measure that is chosen is
also very important. We settled on the R-squared
score for our accuracy measure as the R2 is a metric
used in analytics to describe what fraction of the data
can be fit by the model that is trained on the former.
This can give more information than a different
metric like say Root Mean Squared Error or Mean
Squared Error[5].

1. Linear Regression

The most popular and easy-to-use model
used for predictive analysis is the Linear Regression
model. The idea of linear regression is to determine if
a set of independent variables can be used to predict a
dependent variable and in what impact do these
variables have on the dependent variable.. Given that
the variables in our dataset were not highly
correlated, Linear Regression was a good starting
point for our analysis.

2. Decision Tree Regressor

We use Decision trees to build regression models in
the structure of a tree. Essentially, the way this model
works is it breaks down the dataset into smaller
subsets, meanwhile, an associated decision tree is
developed. It’s quite popularly used as it can handle
numerical as well as categorical data. We wanted to
build a model which could perform better than a
classical regression model, since our data was found
to be quite non-linear.

3. Random Forest Regressor

The relative success of Tree-based
regressors motivated us into examining the Random
Forest Regressor in the hope that an ensemble of
trees can give better results[6]. Random Forests are
estimators which fit a collection of decision trees on
different samples of the dataset and improve the

predictive accuracy by and control over-fitting by
using the method of averaging.

4. Extra Tree Regressor

Extra Tree or ETree is an ensemble learning
method that works on bootstrap aggregation. This
works by having decision trees as the weak learners,
to make predictions on equally divided subsets of the
training data and aggregating them. This model is
usually computationally faster and much more
efficient as compared to a RF Regressor.

5. Gradient Boosting Regressor

On observing the improvement in accuracy
of the bagging ensemble models above, we decided
to look into boosting algorithms. Our search started
with the GBR, which capitalizes and improves on the
loss function per weak learner.

6. XGBoost Regressor

Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)[7],
another tree-based algorithm that utilizes the concept
of ensemble modeling, has a higher performance and
power of predicting. This is accomplished by
improving on the Gradient Boosting framework by
using a few accurate approximation algorithms.
When the predictions of the weak learners are
combined, the poor results are removed whereas
better ones are passed on and added to form the final
predictions/results. Our search for a well-performing
model that was not prone to overfitting ended here
due to XGBoost’s high performance and reliability.

IV. RESULTS

Compiled Table with R-squared scores of each model
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Our results after training the Model showed
that the XGBoost Regressor worked the best with our
data on a 4:1 train:test split. This model fits around
94% of the dataset perfectly.

This takes us to the final part of our study,
i.e., predicting the ratings of new unregistered
restaurants given their location, cuisine style,
restaurant type etc. We created our own dataset for
this purpose, adding newer restaurants which were
not in the previous dataset and tried to predict the
ratings for the same.

Five more similar entries were added and
the ratings were predicted using the model. The
model gave very good and realistic results, which are
captured below:

These ratings are pretty realistic for the data
provided, and also pretty accurate for almost all of
the restaurants provided in the dataset.

V. CONCLUSION

Various models were tried and tested in our
project in our quest to find the best performing
model, out of which, XGBoost Regressor was the one
which performed the best for our predictor.

Thus, this predictor can be helpful for up
and coming restaurants to analyze their chances of
success based on various factors. It can also predict
the rating they may/will receive depending on their
ideas for restaurant style, cuisine, location etc.
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